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World Poker Fund Holdings, Inc.

Well Positioned for Strategic Growth in 2018

A leading developer and operator of on-line technology,
gaming platforms and brands.
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WPFH celebrity owners
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Recent WPFH News

WPFH Sells Partial Rights to Peer-To-Peer Gaming Asset
for $2.5 Million
World Poker Fund Holdings, Inc. (OTC PINK: WPFH), a leading developer
and operator of on-line technology, gaming platforms and brands,
announces that it has signed an agreement to sell a portion of its Peer-toPeer Betting technology for $2.5 million.
WPFH is selling the foreign rights to its recently acquired Peer-to-Peer
betting technology and will be retaining the US rights and will continue with
its plans to integrate the Peet-to-Peer Betting technology with its other
recently acquired app Picking Duck.
“The partial sale of this asset will result in WPFH booking over $2 million in
profits for the third quarter. This transaction is a win-win situation as WPFH
will have additional funds from the sale, while retaining the US licensing
rights of the technology,” says Travis Kasper, CEO of WPFH.

WPFH Signs Global Licensing Deal for Peer-to-Peer Betting
App and $2.5 Million Private Placement Deal
World Poker Fund Holdings, Inc. announced that it has secured a global
licensing agreement for its Peer-to-Peer Betting technology with PW
Holdings (PW). The Licensing deal is initiated by a Private Placement deal
where PW also will purchase 1 million common shares in WPFH for
$2,500,000.
WPFH recently acquired the Peer-to-Peer betting technology with big plans
for its use. WPFH will license the technology in its current format to PW,
which is already planning to roll out the app in Asia and Europe initially.
WPFH will work on integrating this Peer-to-Peer betting technology into its
existing platform, Picking Duck™. The Peer-to-Peer betting technology will
allow friends to challenge and bet directly with their friends on sporting
events.
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